Nonreciprocal dielectric-loaded plasmonic waveguides using magneto-optical effect of Fe.
We have implemented the nonreciprocal propagation capabilities into plasmonic waveguides and have simulated the performances. We employed dielectric-loaded surface plasmon polariton waveguide (DLSPPW) and long-range DLSPPW (LR-DLSPPW) configurations, where ferromagnetic-metal Fe is used instead of noble metals in order to obtain nonreciprocal propagations by the transverse magneto-optical (MO) effect. The nonreciprocal performances were characterized by the finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) method in terms of the propagation losses in return for the nonreciprocal phase shift (NRPS) and nonreciprocal propagation loss (NRL). The NRPS and NRL of the DLSPPW configuration are larger than those of the previously reported semiconductor waveguide optical isolators owing to the large MO constant of Fe and the field confinement by surface plasmons although the propagation loss for NRL of 1 dB is at least 31 dB and the propagation length is limited to less than 10 μm. To reduce such a large propagation loss, we introduced the LR-DLSPPW configuration composed of Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) ridge and Benzocyclobutene (BCB) buffer layer. The Fe layer thickness and width are optimized to 50 nm and 500 nm, respectively, so that sizable MO effect and low propagation loss coexist. The propagation loss for NRL of 1 dB is suppressed to ~10 dB within a waveguide length of ~56 μm. Our comprehensive investigation offers fundamental information on practical magneto-plasmonic waveguides and how much nonreciprocal performances are expected, providing an insight into the integration of magneto-plasmonics with on-chip photonics and electronics.